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I'd go outside today and see if '08 was really emerging from
hibernation yet. Over the past few weeks and months, I've been

noticing the gradual emergence of several weather patterns that I'll
bet folks were wishing would happen so they could live their lives and
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years, and then suddenly at the age of 19 I got a new back injury, that has almost ended my career.
It hurt a lot and I had to learn to walk with crutches, for one year. Now it looks like I'm better but I

still have trouble sitting and practicing for long periods. When I was young, my favourite bands were
the SST, Social Distortion, Led Zeppelin, the Doors, Jimi Hendrix and the Black Sabbath. These bands
were my motivation, the songs that I listened to over and over again. Recently, my favourite bands
are Green Day, the Black Keys, Blink-182, Nirvana, Sum 41. I want to try new things, but I like my

favorite bands, too. And my favourite painter is Degas, and my favourite writer is Karl Kraus. I'm also
a smartass so I have fun when writing my blogs. So, my goal is to record my life. Blog postings

usually have photos in them. Or I like to write with song lyrics and images. Pornography:
Pornography is a definite inspiration. I like to write a one-scene story for each picture that I look at. I
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from my mind's eye. Every photo of the woman, I love, inspires me. I like to write about the moment,
where I first saw the picture, what she wore and what she said in that photo.
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